Fact Sheet

Epic Tapestry Services and Support
Streamline Health Plan Operations

Let’s maximize your investment and prepare for the future.
As part of the Epic system of applications, Tapestry offers health plans a more integrated, efficient
way to manage their operations. Tapestry consolidates multiple modules into a one system to give
payers a single source for comprehensive information about a covered member.
Unlocking Tapestry’s full potential helps health plans prepare for current and future business needs
to better serve members, providers, and communities. Our consultants bring focused Tapestry
expertise and deep knowledge across all Epic modules and other third-party health plan software.
Our experience in health plan operations and provider workflows helps organizations achieve
smooth, sustainable functionality and significant cost savings.

Assessment
Using Tapestry can help your organization achieve more integrated operations by allowing providers
to access clinical data and maintaining a single patient/member record between payers and
providers. But this integration can present challenges around sharing an instance of Epic with a
healthcare organization and concerns about future growth in new markets, membership expansion,
and scalability. Whether payers currently use Tapestry or need to implement a new claims system,
we can help organizations overcome these challenges and achieve their strategic goals.

Implementation
When your organization decides to implement Tapestry, we are ready to help users master this
module’s key features and benefits to ensure maximum usability and ROI. Our experienced
consultants can help payers understand how to build and use Tapestry today while planning for
growth, meeting evolving requirements and regulations, and adapting to a dynamic healthcare
marketplace.

Optimization
For payers already using Tapestry, we can help accelerate performance by optimizing the existing
system. Our experienced Tapestry team understands how health plans can make the most of their
Epic modules, avoid common challenges, and achieve more integrated, efficient operations to save
time and money. We can help payers realize the full value of Tapestry now and for years to come.

Whether you are just getting started or are ready to upgrade your current system, we can
help. Let’s redefine, build, and enhance your Epic Tapestry platform today.
Let’s talk.
payerconnect@tegria.com
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